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Innate chemical, but not visual, threat cues have been
co-opted as unconditioned stimulus for social fear learning
in zebrafish
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Abstract
Animals can use social information to detect threat in the environment. In particular,
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social learning allows animals to learn about dangers without incurring in the costs of
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trial-and-error learning. In zebrafish, both chemical and visual social cues elicit an
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innate alarm response, which consists of erratic movement followed by freezing
behavior. Injured zebrafish release an alarm substance from their skin that elicits the
alarm response. Similarly, the sight of conspecifics displaying the alarm response can
also elicit the expression of this response in observers. In this study, we investigated
if these social cues of danger can also be used by zebrafish as unconditioned stimulus
(US) in learning. We found that only the chemical cue was effective in the social fear
conditioning. We suggest that this differential efficacy of social cues results from the
fact that the alarm cue is a more reliable indicator of threat, than the sight of an
alarmed conspecific. Therefore, although multiple social cues may elicit innate
responses not all have been evolutionarily co-opted to act as US in associative learning. Furthermore, the use of the expression of the immediate early genes as markers
of neuronal activity showed that chemical social fear conditioning is paralleled by a
differential activation of the olfactory bulbs and by a different pattern of functional
connectivity across brain regions involved in olfactory processing.
KEYWORDS

alarm substance, observational conditioning, olfactory system, social fear conditioning, social
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

use to make a decision that they are in the presence of a threat and
activate the appropriate behavioral response.1,2 If individuals set a

A key component of Darwinian fitness is the ability of animals to

high threshold they will fail to detect a real threat frequently (miss),

detect and respond to the presence of danger in the environment,

but they will activate few false alarms. On the other hand, if they set a

namely predators. Given that typically threat cues used by animals to

low threshold they will miss fewer real threats, but at the cost of more

detect danger have some overlap with background ambient noise in

frequent false alarms. Therefore, there is a trade-off between misses

the sensory modality used to monitor the environment (eg., an individ-

and false alarms and the setting of a threat detection threshold is criti-

ual may have to decide if a rustle in the grass indicates the presence

cal for survival.3 Group living animals can use social information to

of a predator or if it is just the wind), according to signal detection

detect a threat in the environment, and it has been demonstrated that

theory, individuals need to set a signal detection threshold that they

the above-mentioned trade-off between misses and false alarms
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present in individual decision-makers can be overcome in a group of

response ignoring key components of the response, such as the erratic

decision-makers using a quorum decision rule.4 Therefore, the use of

movement and the freezing behavior.30,31 Despite these weaknesses

social information in threat perception allows to overcome this basic

in this seminal work, the occurrence of social transmission of fear in

trade-off in individual signal detection theory. Thus, the use of social

zebrafish has been propagated in secondary sources in the literature

information in the threat perception is expected to be widespread in

and given the attention that this field of research has been receiving

social living organisms.

recently it needs an urgent reassessment.

There is ample evidence that animals indeed use social informa-

Here, we examined the efficacy of two social cues of danger

tion to modulate their threat perception. The exposure to social cues

(alarm substance and alarmed conspecifics) as US in social fear learn-

signaling threat, such as the sight, sound or smell of an alarmed con-

ing in zebrafish, and described the neuronal mechanisms involved,

specific usually triggers a fear response (eg.,5-7), a phenomenon known

using expression of the immediate early genes as reporters of neuro-

8,9

Conversely, the presence of a non-

nal activity. Immediate-early genes (IEGs) are transiently expressed in

alarmed familiar conspecific may signal safety and it has been shown

neurons in response to neural activity, and hence they have been

to attenuate fear response, which has been termed social buffering of

widely used as neural activity markers in studies of behavior and cog-

fear (eg.,10-12). Moreover, these social cues of threat can be used as

nition (e.g.32,33). The two most commonly used IEGs to map neuronal

as social contagion of fear.

unconditioned stimulus (US) in a classic conditioning paradigm, such

activity, c-fos and egr1, encode transcription factors that regulate the

that when paired with a conditioned stimulus (CS) may reinforce the

expression of downstream target genes (aka late-response genes),

establishment of conditioned fear responses to this CS, a phenome-

which in turn regulate neuronal physiology.34-37 In particular, the

non referred to as social fear learning (aka vicarious fear learning,

expression of c-fos and egr1 have been related to learning and mem-

13,14

vicarious aversive conditioning, or observational fear learning.

ory (eg.,38-40). Bdnf and npas4 are two other IEG's whose expression

One of the first documented cases of social fear learning was

has also been related to neural plasticity underlying long term memory

described in rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) in which naïve individ-

formation (bdnf—synaptic plasticity41 npas4—homeostatic plasticity42).

uals have no fear of snakes, but acquire a fear response toward snakes

Thus, here we used the expression of these four different IEGs in

15,16

after observing a demonstrator reacting fearfully to a snake.

order to capture possible different aspects of memory formation dur-

Although this phenomenon was initially termed observational condi-

ing social fear learning in zebrafish.

tioning, it is not restricted to visual cues, and examples of social fear
learning have been documented with odor cues, such as alarm pheromones in fish,17 or acoustic cues, such as mobbing calls in birds,18
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being used as US. The ubiquity of social fear learning across different
taxa and using different sensory modalities reflects its adaptive impor-

2.1

|

Animals and housing

tance, since it allows individuals to learn about threat without using
trial-and-error learning in an ecological domain, where the cost of mis-

Tubingen's adult male wild-type zebrafish (Danio rerio) (n = 72) were

ses would be very high, most probably death.19

bred and held at Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência (IGC, Oeiras, Portu-

Zebrafish uses both chemical and visual social threat cues to

gal). Fish were kept in a recirculation system (ZebraTec, 93 Tecniplast)

assess the presence of danger in the environment, and responds to

at 28 C with 14 light: 10 darkness photoperiod until 4 months of age.

these with an innate alarm response, which consists of erratic move-

The water system was maintained at less than 0.2 ppm nitrites,

ment followed by freezing behavior. Like in many other fish species,

50 ppm nitrates and 0.01 ppm ammonia, while pH and conductivity

injured zebrafish release an alarm substance from their skin into the

were maintained at 7 and 700 μS cm−1, respectively. Fish were fed

water that is detected through olfaction eliciting an alarm

twice a day with commercial food flakes (Bionautic) and Artemia

20,21

response.

The alarm substance, originally termed Schreckstoff by

salina.

Karl von Frisch, and first described in minnows (Phoxinus phoxinus)22 is
produced in specialized epidermal club cells, and is released upon skin
injury.23 The molecular identity of the alarm substance has not been

2.2
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Experimental protocol

yet clearly established, but the available evidence suggests it is a mixture of compounds, and two putative active compounds have been

In the innate response to threat experiment, each animal was exposed

suggested so far: hypoxanthine-3 N-oxide and the glycosaminoglycan

to one of four treatments for 5 minutes: alarm substance (alarm), pre-

chondroitin.24-28 The sight of conspecifics displaying the alarm

trained conspecific (conspecific), distilled water (control) and light. The

response can also elicit the expression of this response in observer

threat response is a stereotyped behavior where adult zebrafish

zebrafish.29 Although there have been previous publications reporting

exhibit erratic movement and freezing. Erratic movement is character-

socially learned alarm response in zebrafish, a closer examination of

ized by multiple darts (fast acceleration bouts and stochastic changes

the original findings shows some weaknesses, namely the use of very

in direction) and is normally the first response to danger.43 Freezing is

small sample sizes, the use of group behavioral measures rather than

a complete cessation of movement (except for gills and eyes), while

individual ones, ignoring individual variation in the response and the

the fish is at the bottom of the tank and showing abundant opercular

use of a vertical index as the only behavioral measure of the alarm

movements (respiration/gill movements).43
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A behavioral paradigm was designed to characterize chemical and

conditions between experiments. During the training phase, the

visual social fear learning in zebrafish. In visual social fear learning

observer was trained (three trials/day for 3 days), in a similar way to

(Figure 1(A)), a demonstrator fish was trained to pair a light (CS) with

the training of demonstrators in the previous experiment, to pair the

alarm substance (US) (conditioned demonstrator, CS+D) or distilled

light (CS) with the alarm substance (US) or with distilled water (con-

water (control; unconditioned demonstrator, CS−D). This demonstra-

trol). On the trial test (7th day), the response of the observer toward

tor training phase lasted for 3 days, with three trials/day. During this

the CS was tested in the absence of the alarm substance

phase, the observer fish did not have contact with the demonstrator

administration.

one. The observer training phase followed, during which the demon-

All fish were isolated in individual tanks 1-day before the experi-

strator and observer were presented with the CS for three trials/day

ments. Alarm substance (US) and distilled water (control) were intro-

for 3 days, which elicited a conditioned alarm response in the condi-

duced into the tanks using a plastic tube (0.8 mm internal diameter,

tioned demonstrator, that should act as an US for the observer (condi-

Kartell, UK) connected to a 5 mL syringe (Terumo, Japan). The alarm

tioned observer, CS+O). As a control treatment, a group of observers

substance was prepared from skin extracts of zebrafish following a

(unconditioned observers, CS−O) were trained with unconditioned

modified protocol described by20. The alarm substance donors were

demonstrators (ie, that do not respond to the light [CS] with an alarm

commercial wild-type zebrafish (half were males and half females)

response). On the seventh day (trial test), the response of the

captured and quickly sacrificed by decapitation using surgical scissors.

observer toward the CS (light) was tested in the absence of the dem-

Light (CS) was presented at the side of the tank in the middle of the

onstrator. In chemical social fear learning (Figure 1(B)), the observer

water column. The experiments were videotaped in side view. The

fish was subjected to water changes for 3 days in order to standardize

behaviors were recorded using a multi-event recorder (Observer XT

F I G U R E 1 Experimental design of visual and chemical social fear learning. A, In visual social fear learning, the demonstrator was trained in the
same way as the observer in the chemical social fear learning protocol (see below). During this period, an opaque partition was used to avoid
visual access of the observer to the demonstrator. In the observer training phase, the light elicited an alarm response in the demonstrator, hence
from the observer's perspective the light (CS) was paired with the sight of an alarmed conspecific (US). In the trial test, demonstrators were not
present and the observer was exposed by themselves to the light (CS). B, In chemical social fear learning, after 3 days of water changes the
training phase consisted of pairing a light (CS) with alarm substance (US) or distilled water (control). In the trial test, the CS alone was presented to
evaluate if the fish have learned the association. The fish in the contiguous tank was used to standardize conditions between the visual and the
chemical social fear learning experiments. CS, conditioned stimulus; US, unconditioned stimulus
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9, Noldus Technology) and an automatic tracking system (Ethovision

test). The occurrence of chemical social fear learning was tested using

XT 12, Noldus Technology).

non-parametric t tests (Mann–Whitney) for each measure (ie, erratic
movement and freezing). The occurrence of visual social fear learning
was tested using a nonparametric ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis) followed by

2.3

Microdissection of the zebrafish brain

|

post-hoc comparisons, where equal variances were not assumed
(Tamhane T2 post-hoc test) for each measure. The effects of social fear

After the behavioral experiment, the animals were quickly sacrificed

learning (trained animals with alarm cue or distilled water) and brain

with an excess of anesthesia (MS-222, Pharmaq; 300-400 ppm)

region (OB, Dm, Dp, Vv, Ha) in the expression of immediate early genes

followed by decapitation. The head was incorporated in Optical Cutting

(c-fos, egr-1, bdnf, npas4) were tested using between-subject linear mixed

Temperature (OCT) (Tissue-Tek, Sakura, The Netherlands) and frozen

models (LMMs) with the subject as a random effect. Parametric assump-

at −80 C. Coronal head slices (150 μm) were cut in a cryostat and

tions were checked using Shapiro–Wilk and Jarque-Bera adjusted multi-

stored at −20 C on microscope slides (Thermo Scientific). Regions of

plier tests (to test for normality), Bartlett, Levene and Fligner–Killeen

interest were micropunched from the brain slices using a modified 27G

tests (to test for homoscedasticity), and plots of the residuals, fitted

needle (the bevel and the external diameter were removed), following a

values and estimated random effects in the LMM. Gene expression data

44

to localize their anatomical position. The follow-

were log-transformed before the analyses to fit parametric assumptions.

ing brain regions were micropunched: Olfactory bulb (OB), medial zone

Planned comparisons among social fear learning treatments within each

of dorsal telencephalic area (Dm: homolog of pallial amygdala in

brain nucleus and for each IEG were computed to test for differential

mammals),45-47 posterior zone of dorsal telencephalic area (Dp: homo-

activation of each brain region in response to social fear learning.

zebrafish brain atlas

48,49

ventral nucleus of ventral telencephalic

Functional connectivity among the sampled brain regions was

area (Vv: homolog of septal formation in mammals)48 and Habenula

tested with Pearson correlation matrices computed between the IEG

(Ha: homolog of mammalian lateral habenula).50 The samples were

expression for each pair of the brain region in social fear learning

stored in Eppendorfs with 50 μL of Qiazol (Quiagen) at −80 C.

treatment. Two regions correlated positively indicate coactivation in

log of olfactory cortex),

response to that treatment, whereas two regions correlated negatively indicate reciprocal inhibition in response to the treatment. Qua-

2.4 | Quantitative RNA expression of immediate
early genes

dratic assignment procedure (QAP) correlation tests with 5000
permutations were used to test for differences between the correlation matrices (that portrait coactivation/coinhibition among brain

Total RNA from each brain microarea was extracted using RNeasy

regions) for each treatment.51 In QAP tests a significant P-value is

Lipid Tissue Mini Kit (Qiagen) and then stored at −80 C. The integrity

indicative of association between the matrices, that is, different pat-

of the RNA extracted was evaluated by Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer

terns of functional connectivity captured by the matrices correspond

(Agilent Technologies, UK). First-strand cDNA was prepared using

to nonsignificant QAP test P-values.

iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Biorad) based on RNase H+ and oligo (dT)

The structure of the neural network composed of the sampled

and random hexamer primers and stored at −20 C. Quantitative PCR

brain regions in this study was characterized using measures of cen-

(qPCR) was performed in the ABI7900HT (Applied Biosystems, Life

trality and cohesion. The centrality of each node in the network was

Technologies) using 384 well-plates, where cDNA, primers (Table S1)

measured using eigenvector centrality, which integrates every link a

and SYBR green PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems, Life Technolo-

node receives with the relevance of each node of the network. The

gies) were added. qPCR data were collected using Sequence Detec-

cohesion of the whole network was measured by density, which is the

tion Systems (SDS 2.4) (Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies) with

average of connections quantified for each network. Density was





1 cycle 95 C for 5 minutes; 40 cycles 95 C for 30 seconds, annealing

assessed using a bootstrap t test approach with 5000 sub-samples.

temperature of the primers (Table S1) for 30 seconds and 72 C for

Statistical analyses were performed on SPSS (version 22) and R

30 seconds). The threshold was defined by gene and a table of Ct

(version 3: www.R-project.org) using the following packages: car

values for each of the 384 reactions exported for data analysis. The

(Levene test), cluster (PAM), fBasics (Jarque – Bera test), Hmisc (corre-

Ct analysis was performed using 2^(Ct housekeeping—Ct target gene)

lations), lattice (heatmaps), multcomp (planned comparisons) and nlme

assuming that the efficiency of the genes was 100%. To validate this

(LMMs). The network analysis parameters were estimated using

assumption, we measured the efficiency of each gene and we have

UCINET v. 6. Network representations were produced using Python.

only used primers with efficiencies above 90%.

3
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Statistical analysis
3.1

|

Innate response to threat cues

The behavioral effects of innate responses to alarm cues were analyzed
using a nonparametric ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis) followed by post-hoc

Both the alarm substance (alarm) and the sight of alarmed conspecifics

tests, where equal variances were not assumed (Tamhane T2 post-hoc

(conspecific) induced a peak in swimming speed followed by a
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decrease, which corresponds to the erratic movement and freezing

conspecific (US), since there was no reduction in latency to respond

phases of the zebrafish alarm response (Figure 2(A,B)). A shorter dis-

to the CS along the training trials (black circles, Figure 3(B)), and in

tance from the bottom is also observed during the alarm response,

the probe test they did not exhibit a conditioned alarm response

and despite some inter-individual variation, the alarm response to

towards the CS alone (multiple comparisons test: conditioned

both alarm cues is quite robust (Figure 2(A,B)). Importantly, neither

observer vs unconditioned observer, erratic movement P = 1, freez-

distilled water (control) nor light triggered by themselves any such

ing P = 1; Figure 3(C), black circle vs white circle; conditioned

behavioral responses (Kruskall-Wallis test: erratic movement,

observer

H = 15.41, P < 0.0001; freezing, H = 55.17, P < 0.0001) and no dif-

P < 0.0001, freezing P = 0.11; Figure 3(C), black circle vs black trian-

ferences between these two treatments were observed (multiple

gle). This lack of the conditioned response in the conditioned

comparisons tests: erratic movement, P = 1; freezing P = 1). A single

observers was not due to a failure of the conditioning protocol of

exposure to the alarm substance elicited an alarm response com-

demonstrators since conditioned demonstrators showed the erratic

posed of 20% time in erratic movement and 80% in freezing (multi-

movement conditioned alarm response to the CS (light) (multiple

ple comparisons tests: erratic movement, control vs alarm

comparisons test: conditioned demonstrator vs unconditioned dem-

P < 0.0001 and light vs. alarm P < 0.0001; freezing: control vs alarm

onstrator, erratic movement P < 0.0001, freezing P = 0.11; black tri-

vs

conditioned

demonstrator,

erratic

movement

P < 0.0001 and light vs alarm P < 0.0001) (triangles, Figure 2(C)). The

angle vs white triangle, Figure 3(C)). Unconditioned demonstrators

sight of alarmed conspecific induced an alarm response (multiple

(ie, trained with distilled water) and unconditioned observers (ie,

comparisons tests: control vs conspecific, P = 0.005 and light vs con-

trained with unconditioned demonstrators) did not exhibit alarm

specific P < 0.005) with a bimodal distribution in erratic movement

responses toward the CS and expressed similar responses in the

(ie, with low and high responders) and freezing was almost absent

probe test (multiple comparisons test: unconditioned demonstrator

(ie, there were no significant differences in the time in freezing

vs unconditioned observer, erratic movement P = 1, freezing P = 1;

between conspecific, light and control treatments; multiple compari-

white circle vs white triangle, Figure 3(C)).

sons tests: conspecific vs light P = 0.118, conspecific vs control

In chemical social fear learning, 100% of the animals exhibited

P = 0.005) (Figure 2(C)). Alarm and conspecific are innately different

the alarm response from the first trial onward (in gray, Figure 3(A)),

in the time spent in freezing (multiple comparisons test: P < 0.0001).

and during training, they started to express the alarm response

Control and light never elicited erratic movements or freezing (multi-

before the US is present from the third trial onwards (in full gray

ple comparisons tests: control vs light: erratic movement P = 1,

squares, Figure 3(D)). Animals exposed to distilled water (control

freezing P = 1) (Figure 2(C)).

group) did not express the alarm response all over the training phase
(in empty gray squares, Figure 3(D)). In the probe test animals
expressed the alarm response toward the CS alone, but not toward

3.2

|

Visual and chemical social fear learning

the control (erratic movement: MW = 11, P = 0.0001, freezing:
MW = 11, P < 0.0001).

In visual social fear learning, 50% of the animals responded to the

These results show that although zebrafish has an innate

alarmed demonstrator on the first trial (US in this experiment) (black

response both to chemical and to visual social cues of danger, it only

bars, Figure 3(A)). Conditioned observers (CS+O) did not seem to

learns from chemical but not from visual cues. Since only the chemical

have learned by observation that light (CS) predicts the alarmed

social cue acted as a US, only the brains of animals from this

F I G U R E 2 Innate response to visual (sight of alarmed conspecifics termed as conspecific) and chemical (alarm substance termed as alarm)
social cues of threat, distilled water (control) and light. Speed (red) and depth (green) are plotted along time in response to alarm substance, A, and
sight of alarmed conspecific, B; t = 0 is when the social cue is delivered. The percentage of time in erratic movement and freezing was measured
in all experimental treatments, C. * Represents P-value <0.05
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F I G U R E 3 Chemical and visual social fear learning in zebrafish. A, Number of animals responding for the first time to CS in chemical social
fear learning (gray bars) and visual social fear learning (black bars). B, Latency of the first response of conditioned (CS+O, black circle) and
unconditioned (CS−O, white circle) observers towards the CS in the visual social fear learning paradigm (for comparison the latency of
conditioned (CS+D, black triangles) and unconditioned [CS−D, white triangles] demonstrators towards CS are also shown). C, Time responding
with erratic movement (in sec) (left) and with freezing (right) during the trial test, by the same experimental groups described in B and D. D,
Latency to the first response to CS (CS+, gray square) and control (CS−, gray open square) in chemical social fear learning. Values are means ± SE.
* Represents P value <0.05. CS, conditioned stimulus

experiment were collected to characterize the putative neural circuits
underlying social fear learning.

3.4 | Changes in functional connectivity of brain
regions of interest in response to social fear learning
In chemical social fear conditioning, the coactivation matrices

3.3

|

Neural correlates of social fear learning

for CS treatment were significantly different from control for
c-fos (r = 0.51 P = 0.186), egr-1 (r = 0.32 P = 0.337), bdnf

Transcriptional expression of immediate early genes (c-fos, egr-1, bdnf and

(r = 0.67 P = 0.173) and npas4 (r = 0.23 P = 0.385) (Figure 5).

npas4) was measured in brain regions of interest (OB, Dm, Dp, Vv and Ha)

The structure of the gene expression networks was character-

as markers of neuronal activation. Egr-1 and npas4 RNA expression levels

ized through density and cohesion. The density of gene expres-

(normalized to the housekeeping gene elf1a) in OBs in response to the CS+

sion induced by the CS was significantly lower than that

in the probe test were significantly reduced when compared with their

induced by CS control for bdnf (t = 1.77 P = 0.041) and npas4

response to the CS- (egr1 (z = 2.48 ± 0.51, P = 0.013) and npas4

(t = 1.62 P = 0.037). The centrality of the different brain

(2.19 ± 0.51, P = 0.028) (Figure 4). No other significant differences in RNA

regions was also different between CS and control treatments

expression of IEGs were found in the sampled brain regions (Table S2).

for the different IEG's.

PINHO ET AL.
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F I G U R E 4 Transcriptional pattern of RNA expression of the c-fos (green), egr-1 (blue), bdnf (yellow) and npas4 (red) genes was measured after
the probe test is response to CS (in dark colors) and to control (in light colors) across the brain regions of interest (OB, Dm, Dp, Vv and Ha).
Values are median ± interquartile ranges. * Represents a significant difference between the indicated groups. CS, conditioned stimulus

F I G U R E 5 Functional connectivity across the brain regions of interest induced by chemical social fear learning (response to control in first
row; response to CS in second row) inferred from the expression of different immediate early genes used as markers of neuronal activity (c-fos,
first column; egr-1, second column; bdnf, third column; npas4, fourth column). The diameter of the circles delimiting each node indicates RNA
expression level of each gene on node. Thickness of edges indicates the magnitude of the correlation coefficient (r) between pairs of nodes and
edges color represents the sign (positive = green; negative = red) of the correlation coefficient. CS, conditioned stimulus
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DISCUSSION

first to be damaged upon a predator attack (due to their superficial
location in the epidermis), the release of the alarm substance is a reli-

Our results demonstrate for the first time, that zebrafish learn a con-

able social cue for the presence of an active predator in the environ-

ditioned fear response using alarm substance but not the sight of an

ment.23,52 In contrast, behavioral alarm responses in conspecifics do

alarmed conspecific as a US. Thus, although zebrafish innately

not request a predator attack to have happened and must be more

respond both to chemical and visual alarm cues, only chemical cues

variable across individuals and hence less reliable. However, this

are efficient as an US in fear conditioning. These results suggest that

result is somewhat surprising since social fear learning is highly adap-

chemical alarm cues have a higher threat value than the visual ones.

tive, given the cost to learn by trial-and-error the consequences of

Indeed, since the content of club cells (that produce the alarm sub-

interacting with threat sources (eg., predators). For instance, in the

stance) cannot be released voluntarily, and these cells are among the

damselfish Acanthochromis polyacanthus, individuals that socially
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learned the odor of the predator increased their probability of sur-

neurons, to olfactory higher processing areas, such as the olfactory

viving 5-fold.53

cortex in mammals. Interestingly, a large population of GABAergic

Different sensory modalities can be used to detect alarm cues in

interneurons (aka granule cells) that regulate the activity of mitral

the environment. Both chemical and visual alarm cues are well docu-

cells, is also present in the inner layer of the OBs in a ratio of 10:1

mented in fish.54,55 In 2001, a study showed that chemical cues seem

to mitral cells.62 Thus, our results most probably reflects a learning-

to have a role in warning against the presence of a predator and visual

induced reduction in the activity of these inhibitory granule cells.

56

cues in assessing the magnitude of risk in sculpin.

While studies

Given that, in zebrafish the OBs have also been described to pro-

have shown that visual information is enough to elicit learning,57

cess the innate response to alarm substance.65 This putative change

others highlighted that in the absence of light, social recognition can

in the activity of granule cells is most probably changing the odor

still occur in damselfish58 indicating the importance of chemical cues

computations already at the level of the OBs in an experience-

to learning processes. The salience and the valence of the stimuli are

dependent manner.

important factors in learning success. Individuals learn faster with

In fact, the involvement of the OBs in odor fear conditioning has

aversive cues, since the cost of receiving a punishment is higher than

also been reported in rodents,19 where they have also been implicated

losing a reward.59 Also, the salience of a stimulus plays a role in learn-

in appetitive odor learning.66 Moreover, antagonists of norepineph-

ing abilities; high and low intensity shock, for instances, have different

rine receptor in the OBs impair conditioned odor preference learning,

costs,60 and in zebrafish, the intensity of the alarm reaction varies

memory recognition and odor identification,67-70 and OB circuits have

directly with the concentration of the alarm substance that the fish is

also been shown to display functional plasticity, including long-term

exposed to20. Moreover, it has been established that animals are evo-

synaptic potentiation,71 adult neurogenesis72 and reconfiguration by

lutionary predisposed to learn some associations better than others, a

neuromodulators.73 Together, these data support a role for the OBs

61

phenomenon named prepared learning.

Together these facts sug-

gest that chemical alarm cues are more reliable than visual ones, and

as plastic brain nuclei involved in olfactory learning in zebrafish
besides their sensory role.74

hence became more salient and as a result, zebrafish became pre-

Different patterns of functional connectivity among the studied

disposed to learn better a fear-conditioned response triggered by a

brain regions of interest were also observed between chemically con-

chemical US than by a visual US.

ditioned animals and their controls for all IEGs tested (c-fos, egr-1,

The neural mechanisms associated with chemical social fear learn-

bdnf, and npas4). The central areas in each network were also differ-

ing were assessed through the characterization of the expression of a

ent between chemical social fear learning and its controls for all genes.

set of IEG's on regions of interest in the brain known to be involved in

In the Bdnf and npas4 networks, there was a significant decrease in

the processing of olfactory stimuli (OB, Dp, Hb and Vv62 or in fear

the average number of connections in chemical-conditioned individ-

conditioning (Dm63). Surprisingly, we only observed a differential neu-

uals in relation to their controls. These results are in agreement with

ronal response to social fear learning at the level of the OBs, and not

the previous literature that has indicated a role for both bdnf and

at higher order processing areas of the olfactory circuit in zebrafish. In

npas4 in learning and memory. Bdnf is a known neuromodulator in

particular, we did not observe differential activation of the Dp, an area

mammalian

considered to be the teleost homolog of the mammalian olfactory

(reviews75,76), whereas npas4 has been implied in the formation of

cortex,48,49 and that has recently been shown to represent valence of

contextual memories in the hippocampus in rodents.77

64

odors in olfactory associative learning in zebrafish.

hippocampus

acting

on

long-term

potentiation

Here it is impor-

Thus, chemical social fear learning in zebrafish seems to rely on a

tant to note that while in Frank et al64 calcium imaging was used all-

dishinibition of the OBs accompanied by changes in functional con-

owing cellular resolution of the patterns of neuronal activation, in the

nectivity of the neural circuit processing odor information.

present study we used qPCR expression of IEG's which are limited to

In summary, we have confirmed the occurrence of social fear

a region of interest resolution. Thus, the most parsimonious explana-

learning in zebrafish only for chemical cues, and we have shown that

tion for the mismatch between the results presented here, and those

it is paralleled by a differential activation of the OBs and by a different

of Frank et al64 is that the changes in odor representation in neuronal

pattern of functional connectivity across brain regions involved in

subpopulations within Dp are not accompanied by an overall change

olfactory processing.

in activity in Dp that can be captured by the level of expression of
IEG's for the whole region. Moreover, this mismatch should be seen
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